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Abstract- In this paper, we investigate the bit error performance of multistage interference cancellers in a K-user aspchronoudsynchronous space-time coded CDMA system under
near-far conditions. We consider orthogonal space-time block
codes with M ,1 5 M 5 8 transmit antennas, We develop a generalized discrete time vector.,modelfor the received signal at the
output of the matched filters, and use this model to evaluate the
bit error performance of multistageinterference cancellers (ICs).
Our performance results show that a) when accurate fade amplitude and timing estimatesare available, the ICs are less near-far
resistant at low near-far ratios (NFRs) compered to that at high
NFRs, due to the unreliahility of the interfering users' data estimates in the initial stages of the IC a t low NFRs, and b) in the
high NFR region, the near-far resistance is degraded due to inaccuracies in fade amplitude estimates. This indicates that that
some amount of transmit power control will be desired in ICs to
counter the loss of near-far resistance due to the above reasons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of space-time coded transmission in multiuser scenarios is being increasingly adopted in communication systems
design (e.g., in 3G cellular systems). Space-time coding with
multiple transmit antennas provides transmit diversity benefits and can achieve high data rates on wireless fading channels [1]-[4]. Also, interference rejection schemes using multiuser detection techniques can significantly enhance the receiver performance and increase the capacity of code division
multiple access (CDMA) systems. Multiuser detection techniques have been extensively.studied in literature, mainly for
single transmit antenna systems [SI. Our focus in this paper is
the investigation of interference canceling multiuser receiver
structures and their performances in a space-time coded multiuser scenario. Recently reported works in the area of spacetime multiuser detection include [6]-[8]. In [6], a combined
interference suppression and maximum likelihood (ML) decoding scheme for space-time block codes to suppress the interference from other co-channel users in a TDMA system was
presented. This system however required the number of receive antennas to be greater the number of users in the system.
In [71, Huang et a1 consideredm space-time multiuser detection in a CDMA system. In [SI,Reynolds et a1 considered the
performance of blind adaptive space-time multiuser detection
for a two transmit antenna scheme.
In this paper. we investigate the bit error performance of multistage interference cancellation techniques for a space-time
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coded CDMA system. We first develop a generalized discretetime vector model for the received signal at the output of
the matched filters in a K-user synchronouslasynchronous
CDMA system. We construct this vector model for orthogonal
space-time block codes with M, 1 5 M 5 8 transmit antennas. Using this model, we evaluate the bit error performance
of multistage interference cancellers (ICs) under near-farconditions. Our performance results show that a) when accurate
fade amplitude and timing estimates are available, the ICs are
less near-far resistant at low near-far ratios ("Rs) compared
to that at high NFRs, due to the unreliability of the interfering users' data estimates in the initial stages of the IC at low
NFRs, and b) in the high NFR region, the near-far resistance
is degraded due to inaccuracies in fade amplitude estimates.
This indicates that that some amount of transmit power control will be desired in ICs to counter the above loss of near-far
resistance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we derive the vector model for the received signaLInSection 111,we develop the smcture of the interference cancellers
using the vector model. Section IV presents the bit error performance results, and Section V gives the conclusions.

I

11. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a K-user asynchronous CDMA systcm with M
transmit antennas per user. Users transmit frames of (2L 1)
data blocks with Q bits per data block. Let bj,(m), i =
1 , 2,___,
K , q = l , 2 ,._.,Q , m = -L ,...,0,...,& b e t h e t h e
qtA bit of the mth block of the ith user, transmitted in a time
interval of length T. The bits in a data block are mapped
onto the M transmit antennas using real orthogonal spacetime block codes (STBC). We assume that the channel fading
is quasi-static and the quasi-static interval is QT time units,
where Q = 2', T being the smallest integer satisfying Q 2 A4
131. For square real orthogonal STBC with M = Q = 8, the
transmission matrix B is given by [4]
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In the above transmission matrix, the columns represent the
transmit antenna index and the rows represent the hit interval
index. The transmission matrix B for other real orthogonal
designs for M , Q < 8 can be obtained to be the upper leftmost
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submatrix of B of order Q x M. For example, M = Q = 2
the transmission matrix B can he obtained to he

We areinterested in dwelopingavectormodel forthe received
signal. In the following, we first illustrate the construction of
the model !sing M = Q = 2 as an example, and then state
the generalization of the model for any M 5 8.
For the M = Q = 2 system, the received signal on a receive
antenna can be written using (2) as
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In the above, &, ), p E {l,? is the signal component due
to the pth transmit antenna, A;, is the transmit amplitude on
the pth transmit antenna of the i t h user, hg(m)is the complex
channel gain for the mthblock from the pth transmit antenna
of the ithuser, and s:i)
represents the signature waveform of
the i t h user for the qth hit in a block, q E {$,2 , given by
s('"'P
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where si(t) is a unit energy waveform time limited in the interval [C$ T , and r; is the random time delay of the ith user,
which we assume to be independent of the transmitting antenna and to satisfy r@r
*for j > i. Also, z ( t ) is a zero
mean complex Gaussian noise process with variance 2u2.
The demodulator on each receive antenna uses a bank of K
matched filters, each matched to a different user signature
waveform. With the timing of all the users, T j , j = 1 , 2 , ..., K
being known, the received signal at the output of the matched
filters can be written as
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where zH denotes the Hermitian of the complex vector I .
The vector model in (20) can be valid for other values of M,
provided the matrices, H(n) (of order QK x Q K )are defined
appropriately. For example, if M = Q = 8,

where the indices n for the elements H,, q = 1,2,..., Q, have
been omitted for convenience. It is noted that the structure of
y(t)ejq(t - nQT - rj)dt,
yjP(n) =
(7) the square matrix C (of order QK(2L 1))remains same.
nQT+-j
For values of M and Q other than 8 , H(n) is given by the
upper
leftmost submatrix of order Q K x Q K in the above
where j=1,2, ..., K , q=1,2, .._,Q and n=-L, __.,
0, ...,L. We
have two cross-correlations between every pair of signature Eqn. For the case of M 6 {a, 2, ,p , M < Q. Therefore,
waveforms that dependon the time offset r between the users. only the elements Hq(n),q = 1 , 2 , ..., M, are non-zero, i.e.,
H,(n) = 0 for M < q 5 Q.
If j < k, 1 5 j , k 5 K , we have
To summarize, (20) gives the desired discrete-time vector
model for the received signal at the output of the matched filr ; * ( i ) = / I)j(t)a*(t - r ) d t , p r j ( r 1 =
('I ter. The square matrix C contains the correlation coefficients
J.
between the signature waveforms of the users and is called the
w h e r e r iq y @ j [
(aT.Using @),we define the correlation matrix. The matrix H is the channel matrix and z
following K B
matrices:
is a zero mean complex Gaussian vector with covariance ma... o,K(-K
trix\given by (22).
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111. INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
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A direct consequence of the orthogonality of the STBC used
for transmission is [3]
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Fig. 2. SlmcNre of the PIC

Fig. I . SIrucNre ofthe SIC

Serial Interference Canceller

q=1,2

,..., Q.

(25)

The above identity facilitates coherent demodulation of the received signal using the vector model derived inthe previous
section. We first illustrate two suboptimum linear detectors,
namely, the conventional matched filter (MF) detector and the
decorrelating (DC) detector, which will he used as first stages
in the multistage interference cancellers to he presented later.
We assume one receive antenna throughout (although it is easy
to extend the model to multiple receive antennas). We also
assume perfect knowledge of the channel matrix H and the
correlation matrix C . The matched filter outputs at the receive
antenna is given by (20).
An estimate ofb, obtained using the conventional MF detector
(which does not take into account the multiple access interference via the the matrix C), is given by

6 = sgn[Re(HHy))

(26)

= sgn[Re(H"H)b + Re(HH(C- 1)H)b

+ Re(HHz)].

u=Rb+p

= Re(HHy),R = Re(HHCH)e = Re(HHz).

(28)

An estimate of b, obtained using the decolrelating detector
(which suppresses the MAI), is given by

6 = sgn[R-'u]

.
.
.
.

tem:

= sgn[b+ R-'n].

H = H(') + H(:),

(31)

where the ith user is the strongest user. The elements of the
ith user in b(i) is taken a: the final estimate for the bits o f
the i t h user. Then using b('), we regenerate and cancel the
signal component due to the ithuser (Le,, the strongest user)
from the signal vector y and modify the channel matrix H as
follows:
y

ty

H

- CH(')b('),
t

H(').

(32)

(33)

The resulting signal vector y and the channel matrix H.is
then used in (26) or (29), and the above process is repeated
from (30) through (33) to cancel the interference from the next
strongest user. We continue the process until the bits of all the
users are decoded.

(27)

The first term in the above equation represents the desired signal_ whereas the second and the last term represent the MA1
and noise, respectively. The decorrelating (DC) detector can
be realized by rewriting (20) as
U

For successive interference cancellation, we start with an initial estimate for vector b given by one of the linear detectors
above (i.e., (26) or (29)). Then, we decompose b and H as
follows:
6 = b(9 + b(:),
(30)

(29)

Parallel Interference Canceller

For parallel interference cancellation also, we start with an initial estima!e for vector b given by (26) or (29). Then we decompose b and H as in (30) and (31), respectively. The i t h
user in this case is the desired user. Using b(:) as an estimate
of the other user hits, we regenerate and cancel the other user
interference from the signal vector y and then estimate the bits
of the ith user (i.e., the desired user) as follows:
+

- CHG)6(i),

b(') t sgn[Re(H(')Xy)].

(34)
(35)

overall process can he repeated.
b('): is the estimated vector b with elements of the ith
user only being non-zero
Iv. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
b('): is the estimated vector b with elements of the ith
We simulated the model developed above and evaluated the hit
user being zero
~ ( i )is: the channelmatrix with rows ofthe i t h
only error performance of the interference cancellation techniques
under near-far conditions. A synchronous space-time coded
being non-zero
H F : is the channel
with rows of the i t h
he- CDMA system with two users (K = 2) using two transmit
antennas per user ( M = 2) is considered. The values of the
ing zero.
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Fig. 3. BER perfommce of SIC for user I as a function of SNR in a 2-user
space-time coded CDMA system. M = 2, p = 0.8. Perfect fade amplihrde
estimates.

.
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Fig. 4. BER performance of PIC for user I BS a function aFSNR in a 2-user
space-time coded CDMA system. M = 2, p = 0.8. Perfect fade amplitude
estimates.

correlation coefficient, p, considered are 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. We
have assumed perfect knowledge of the channel matrices and
the correlation matrix for the detection. The complex channel gains, hid ), in the channel matrix, H, are taken to be
complex Gaussiaq so that the fade amplitudes are Rayleigh
distributed. We evaluate the near-far resistance capability of
the SIC and PIC for different values of near-far ratio' (NFR).
Fig. 3 shows the BER performance plots for SIC with two different fist stage detectors (namely, MF as the first stage and
DC as the first stage) at various values of near-far ratios (NFR
= 0 dB, 6.02 dB and 9.54 dB) for p 70.8,Perfecr
timing
and fade amplitude estimates have been assumed in generating the plots in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, it is observed that as
the NFR increases the performance of SIC with MF as the
first stage improves and moves closer to the single user performance, which can be explained as follows. When the NFR
is high (the interfering user is much stronger than the desired
'Wedefinenear-far ratioas 10log-

Fig. 5. BER performance of SICPIC for user I as a funclion of NFR in a
2-user space-time coded CDMA system far different ~aluesof p. M = 2.
SNR = 15.62 dB. Perfect fade amplitude estimates.

cM=

A:,

E.=,

A:,

assuming Elhiq(n)ll'=1.

user), the reliability of the data estimate of the interfering user
becomes very good, which, in tum, can result in accurate regeneration and cancellation of this interfering user's signal in
the detection of the desired user in the subsequent stages. In
our two-user case, the second user's data estimation (in the
first stage) and cancellation (in the second stage) is effective
and improves the performance of the first user for high NFR
values. It is'also seen that beyond an SNR of IO dB, if we use
a more reliable first stage detector (e.g., DC), then even at low
NFR ratios (0 dB and 6.02 dB) the performance of SIC approaches the single user performance. The BER performance
of DC is also plotted to show that the SIC with DC as the
first stage can outperform DC for SNRs beyond IO dB. In Fig.
4, we present a similar performance comparison for the PIC
detector. It is observed that the above discussions for SIC is
equally valid for PIC with slight deviations in the quantitative
aspect. We see that at low NFR, PIC with DC as the first stage
outperforms the PIC with MF as the first stage over the range
of SNRs. Also, PIC with DC as the first stage is better than
the DC detector without IC.
The loss of near-far resistance at low NFR values is more
clearly illustrated in Fig. 5 , where the bit error rate performance of SIC and PIC (with MF as the first stage) are plotted
as a function of NFR at an SNR of 15.62 dB for different values of p . It is observed that the loss is near-far resistance at
low NFRs increases as the value of p is increased. In Fig. 6 ,
the hit error rate performance of SIC and PIC (with MF and
DC as first stage) are plotted for two values of SNR ( I 5.62 dB
and 13.34 dB). All the detectors tend to perform similar when
NFR is high. However, in the low NFR region, the SlC/PIC
with MF as the first stage becomes less near-far resistant. The
SlC/PIC with DC as the first stage retain the near-far resistanie better even at low NFR values. In fact, in the low NFR
region, the SICPIC with DC as the first stage performs better
than SICPIC with MF as the first stage by an order of magnitude in BER. If a MF is preferred as the first stage because
of its lesser complexity, then some amount of transmit power
control will be preferred to take care of the near-far resistance
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2-user space-time coded CDMA system. M = 2. p
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Fig. 7. BER performance of SlCiplC for user I as a function of NFR in
a 2-user space-time coded CDMA systcm in the p m e n c r offade anipliluik
esfimofionerron. M = 2.p = 0.8, SNR = 15.62 dB.

loss at low NFR conditions.

In Fig. 7, we illustrate the effect of inaccuracies in the
fade amplitude estimates on the performance of SICIPIC. We
model the fade amplitude estimation error by perturbing the
magnitude of the elements in the channel matrix H by a certain percentage of its true value and using this modified channel matrix for detection. Interestingly, the performance of
SlCiPIC with MF as first stage, in the presence of 10% amplitude estimation errors, improves for increasing NFR values
up to some NFR value (around I O dB), after which the performance slatts degrading. It is thus observed that the SIC and
PIC loose their near-far resistance both in the low and high
NFR conditions, but for different reasons. In the low NFR region, it is due to the unreliable estimates of the interfering bits,
whereas in the high NFR region it is due to imperfect fade amplitude estimates. This points out that in a practical scenario,
some amount of transmit power control will be desirable to
counter the effect of these performance losses in SICIPIC.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the bit emor performanceof multistage interference cancellers (ICs) in a space-time coded CDMA system
with multiple transmit ,antennas, under near-far'conditions.
Our performance results showed that a) when accurate fade
amplitude and timing estimates are available, the ICs are less
near-far resistant at low NFRs compared to that at high NFRs,
due to the unreliability of the estimates of the interfering users'
data in theinitial stages of the IC at low NFRs, and b) in the
high-NFR region, the near-far resistance is degraded due to
inaccuracies in fade amplitude estimates. This indicates that
some amount of transmit power control will be desirable in
ICs to counter the loss of near-far resistance due to the above
reasons.
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